Life-course trajectories of body mass index from adolescence to old age: Racial and educational disparities
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No research exists on how body mass index (BMI) changes with age over the full life span and social disparities therein. This study aims to fill the gap using an innovative life-course research design and analytic methods to model BMI trajectories from early adolescence to old age across 20th-century birth cohorts and test sociodemographic variation in such trajectories. We conducted the pooled integrative data analysis (IDA) to combine data from four national population-based NIH longitudinal cohort studies that collectively cover multiple stages of the life course (Add Health, MIDUS, ACL, and HRS) and estimate mixed-effects models of age trajectories of BMI for men and women. We examined associations of BMI trajectories with birth cohort, race/ethnicity, parental education, and adult educational attainment. We found higher mean levels of and larger increases in BMI with age across more recent birth cohorts as compared with earlier-born cohorts. Black and Hispanic excesses in BMI compared with Whites were present early in life and persisted at all ages, and, in the case of Black–White disparities, were of larger magnitude for more recent cohorts. Higher parental and adulthood educational attainment were associated with lower levels of BMI at all ages. Women with college-educated parents also experienced less cohort increase in mean BMI. Both race and education disparities in BMI trajectories were larger for women compared with men.

Significance

This comprehensive life-course longitudinal study of body mass index (BMI) contributes knowledge about the temporal dynamics of BMI as individuals age and how social status defines disparities in lifetime obesity risk. Results show that adolescence and young adulthood are critical life stages when excess weight can rapidly accumulate and racial/ethnic or educational disparities emerge, most significantly among recent cohorts of young people. These cohort increases in the prevalence and rate of increase in obesity have alarming consequences for contemporary epidemiologic conditions such as the COVID-19 pandemic and US population health and life expectancy in years to come. Our study further contributes data analytic tools by linking and integrating multiple existing studies to advance science on social determinants of health.
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consequences are already reflected among recent cohorts that exhibit higher rates of type II diabetes, hypertension, and metabolic syndrome at younger ages compared with earlier cohorts (17–20). The extant literature, however, is rather limited in defining how BMI changes with age. The early life period of adolescence, for example, has not been sufficiently studied and yet it is the developmental stage when the social environment becomes increasingly important for obesity risks as young people gain more control over their behavioral choices (21). It is a sensitive period that presents unique opportunities for shaping adult BMI trajectories. The few longitudinal studies of age trajectories of BMI are confined to short time windows in life, such as from early to midlife, or midlife to late life (16, 22, 23). We have yet to understand how BMI development unfolds prospectively over the fuller life span from early to late life. Furthermore, the age change confounds with cohort variation in BMI but has not been properly addressed in studies focusing on age patterns only (24, 25).

**Social Disparities in BMI**

National estimates indicate that prevalence of overweight and obesity are socially patterned, disproportionately affecting Blacks, Hispanics, and those of lower socioeconomic status (SES) (26, 27) and particularly among women (15, 28–30). Research on SES disparities in BMI highlights the importance of educational status and suggests that both parental and adult educational attainment are strongly related to BMI (30–32). For instance, children whose parents had less than a high school degree were estimated to be three times more likely to be obese by age 6 y compared with peers with highly educated parents (33). Also, according to recent data ~33% of adults without a high school degree were obese, whereas 21.5% who graduated from college or technical college were considered obese in the same time period (34). Several sociocultural and physiological pathways have been proposed to undergird these observed disparities in BMI, including socially disadvantaged groups having greater exposure to acute and chronic stressors (35, 36), fewer resources to mitigate these exposures such as healthier food choices or opportunities for exercise (37, 38), higher rates of obesogenic behaviors (e.g., sugar-sweetened beverage consumption and less physical activity) (39), possibly in response to elevated stress and less access to health-promoting resources (40), and social stress in the form of institutional and interperson relational discrimination which may accelerate physiological deterioration (41, 42) and disrupt metabolic functioning linked to increased BMI (43).

Although differences in BMI by gender, race/ethnicity, and SES are widely documented, their age patterns of change are not. Existing research is largely concerned with secular trends across population groups in early life but suggests social disparities in BMI may vary over the life course. For instance, the rise in adolescent obesity rates over the past decades has been particularly sharp for female and Black adolescents compared with their male and White counterparts (12, 44, 45). These disparities have been shown to widen between adolescence and midadulthood (46). Further, current national data reveal that the rate of growth has begun to level off among some groups. For example, adolescent obesity has significantly increased among non-Hispanic Blacks and Hispanics over the past two decades, but not among non-Hispanic Whites (47, 48). In adults, these trends also appear to vary by race/ethnicity: Obesity prevalence steadily rose among non-Hispanic White and Hispanic men but has remained stable among non-Hispanic Black men in recent years (48). Cohort analysis of national data also shows increasing Black and White gaps in obesity rates in successive female cohorts, peaking for those born after 1965 (33). In addition to the correlation between parental education and BMI change with age in early life (33), there is evidence that childhood disadvantage was predictive of obesity in adulthood for women (49, 50). Studies of BMI disparities share the data and analytic limitations of BMI studies in the overall population. It remains to be determined how these disparities change with age or how cohort processes shape the life-course trajectories of disparity patterns.

**Life-Course Hypotheses of BMI Disparities**

The central question this study aims to address is whether and when fundamental social statuses such as birth cohort membership, race/ethnicity, and educational attainment delineate different BMI trajectories across the life course. Do the BMI disparities in early life remain, persist, or grow in middle age to late life? According to the “principle of cohort differences in aging” (51), cohorts are key contexts for shaping the individual aging process. Different birth cohorts experienced diverse early-life conditions and continuous accumulation of differential exposures to biological, social, and behavioral risk factors for health throughout the life course (52–54). Cohort effects are thus particularly relevant for our life-course investigation of obesity as a chronic metabolic status given the increasing exposures to obesogenic environments such as sedentary lifestyles, high-calorie diets, and technological innovations conducive to obesity in more recent cohorts increasingly earlier in life (55, 56).

In light of these theoretical propositions, we test three hypotheses of BMI change within the life-course theoretical and analytic framework for health disparities (57). First, the intercohort change hypothesis predicts that there are substantial intercohort variations in BMI trajectories over the life course, with more recent cohorts having higher levels and/or rates of increase in BMI. Second, we further test the intracoHORT inequality hypothesis that racial and educational disparities in BMI change significantly over the life course, independent of cohort differences. Previous studies suggest two alternative directions of change: 1) increasing disparities or widening gaps with age that reflect the cumulative advantage/disadvantage process whereby exposures associated with advantaged or disadvantaged backgrounds accumulate over time to increase the BMI differentials across the life course (58, 59) and 2) decreasing disparities or narrowing gaps with age that reflect the age-as-leveler process due to early mortality of socially disadvantaged adults (60, 61) and/or equalization of work-related resources following the exit of labor force (62). Third, we test the intercohort difference in intracoHORT inequality hypothesis that the life-course patterns of change in racial and educational disparities in BMI trajectories vary by cohort. That is, we further examine the extent to which cohort-specific social, historical, and epidemiologic contexts may moderate the racial or educational disparities in BMI such that the cumulative advantage/disadvantage or leveling process with aging strengthens or weakens in more recently born cohorts.

Testing these life-course hypotheses using cohort analysis is important for research and policy for three reasons. First, it ensures appropriate inferences are attributed to etiology and/or social causation. Age effects of BMI represent aging-related developmental changes internal to individuals, whereas cohort variation reflects exogenous contextual changes in broader social epidemiologic conditions. Second, it informs the generalizability of findings. In the absence of cohort effects, the rates at which BMI changes with age are equally applicable across all cohorts. However, differences across cohorts indicate the existence of social forces and exposures affecting age changes that are cohort-specific. Third, to the extent that cohort effects serve as aggregate proxies for structural correlates, the distinction of BMI variation by age and cohort is especially valuable for identifying the underlying social and environmental factors that are amenable to modifications. Prior studies of obesity are limited by inadequate research designs that do not allow for the test of these hypotheses. Data are often cross-sectional or short-term longitudinal follow-ups of nonpopulation-based samples of single birth cohorts during one particular life stage. Ignoring cohort
effects simplifies the analysis but assumes equal patterns of age change in BMI across individuals born and coming of age in vastly different historical times. This assumption has been shown untenable by increasing evidence to the contrary (24) and needs to be empirically tested. Previous studies also report inconsistent directions of change in health disparities and contradictory findings regarding the cumulative dis/advantage and age-as-leveler theories, partly due to the confounding of aging and cohort differences (57). Furthermore, divergence and convergence in BMI disparities may emerge in different stages of life and for different birth cohorts (63). As a result, previous research cannot adjudicate among competing hypotheses about the intercohort and intracohort heterogeneities. Adequately addressing this problem would require extensive longitudinal data that follow diverse and representative populations from birth to death and analytic designs that make efficient use of such data which have never been implemented to our knowledge.

This study aims to fill persistent gaps in the current body of research on social disparities in BMI over the life course. Given the known biological differences in body composition by sex and the complexity of including multiple interactions (e.g., sex, age, and cohort), we examine three key questions separately for women and men to address our three hypotheses:

1) **Intercohort variation** – What are the age trajectories of BMI change from adolescence to old age and how do patterns in these trajectories differ by birth cohort?

2) **Intracohort heterogeneity** – independent of/within birth cohorts, a) How do BMI trajectories differ by race/ethnicity across the life span? b) How do BMI trajectories differ by life-course education as measured by both parental and adult educational attainment across the life span?

3) **Intercohort variation in intracohort heterogeneity** – Do patterns of racial and/or educational differences in BMI trajectories further vary by birth cohort? While we focus on the independent racial and educational gradients in BMI change, we also test for interaction effects between cohort and race/ethnicity and cohort and education in longitudinal models of age change to capture potential moderation of these gradients by cohort-related contexts.

We contend that our study answers these questions of obesity changes with age that no prior study has for three reasons. First, large national datasets such as the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) tracking the prevalence of obesity across population subgroups are cross-sectional and cannot inform us of how risk changes with age because age effects are confounded with cohort effects in such data. Second, lifetime longitudinal studies that follow diverse and representative populations from birth to death in the United States do not exist. Third, even if they did, their coverage of birth cohorts is limited. That is, they can only provide information about the cohorts who have already aged into later life when what we need is information about the cohorts that are now young and middle-aged adults who will enter old age in the future, or vice versa. Thus, it is impossible to accurately gauge the future disease burden based on conventional data. Our study fills these gaps using a life-course design to integrate multiple diverse population-based longitudinal studies that leverages a more heterogeneous aggregate sample of a wider age range than any existing study to date. Extending prior life-course studies using the coordinated integrative data analysis (IDA) (64–66), we combine four population-based prospective cohort studies into one sample with augmented age ranges using a pooled IDA (Analytic Methods). Fig. 1 illustrates how this research design integrates studies that collectively cover multiple stages of the life course from early adolescence to late adulthood (ages 11 to 90 y and older). The use of innovative design and IDA enables us to test new hypotheses about life-course variations in BMI trajectories not possible before. Our investigations are uniquely capable of revealing specific life periods when BMI increases and social disparities in BMI emerge and enlarge. Identifying time windows within which alterations of facets of social disadvantage would provide maximum benefits can inform more targeted disease prevention and intervention.

### Results

**Intercohort Change.** Results show evidence supporting hypothesis 1 of intercohort variation in BMI trajectories. The summary statistics presented in Table 1 document the mean BMI values indicating overweight or obese for most age groups except for the adolescents and very old and continuous increases across cohorts born before 1975. Middle-aged adults in recent cohorts born between 1955 and 1984 on average reached the threshold of obesity.

The independent age and cohort effects estimated from the linear mixed-effects growth-curve models are presented in model 1 (SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4) for women and men. The significant linear and quadratic growth rates of BMI for both genders indicate concave patterns of age change in BMI where BMI increases from adolescence to middle age, peaks between age 50 to 69 y, and begins to decline after the age of 70 y. Consistent with the descriptive analysis in Table 1, there were significant cohort variations in the age trajectories of BMI. Successive birth cohorts had increasing mean levels of BMI (women: β(SE) = 0.62(0.02), P < 0.001; men: β(SE) = 0.51(0.15), P < 0.001) and significant differences in the growth rates (linear and quadratic for women; quadratic for men). As illustrated in Fig. 2 of the model-predicted BMI trajectories, for every other 5-y cohort each successive cohort had higher average BMI and steeper slopes of increase in BMI at the same ages as their predecessors.

**Intracohort Inequality.** Results shown in models 2 and 3 (SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4) largely support hypothesis 2: There are significant intracohort racial and educational inequalities in BMI trajectories, net of cohort effects. Model 2 includes fixed effects of race/ethnicity and shows substantial racial differences in the age trajectories of BMI for both genders. Compared with White women, Black and Hispanic women exhibited substantially higher BMI on average (β(SE) = 3.23(0.11), P < 0.001 and β(SE) = 1.98(0.16), P < 0.001, respectively), whereas women in the “Other” race category had lower mean BMI (β(SE) = −0.62(0.23), P < 0.05). Black women also show significant differences in linear and quadratic rates of change in BMI compared with Whites. Fig. 3 illustrates the racial gradient in BMI trajectories estimated from the model for both women and men. Higher BMI among Blacks relative to Whites and other racial groups is prominent at all ages for

---

**Fig. 1.** Integrative life-course research design: age coverage by study membership. This innovative research design uses pooled IDA to combine four large cohort studies: National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to Adult Health (Add Health), Midlife in the US Study (MIDUS), Americans’ Changing Lives Study (ACL), and the Health and Retirement Study (HRS). These studies collectively cover multiple stages of the life course from adolescence to late adulthood from age 11 through 90 y and older. Data from Add Health, MIDUS, ACL, and HRS included respondents aged 11 to 34 y, 25 to 75 y, 25 to 90 y, and 50 to 107 y, respectively.

**Table 1.** Summary statistics for BMI across age strata for men and women, age 11–90 y. Values shown are mean (SD). *P* < 0.001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Men (N = 46,138)</th>
<th>Women (N = 46,138)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11–19</td>
<td>20.3 ± 1.9</td>
<td>25.2 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–29</td>
<td>22.2 ± 1.8</td>
<td>26.5 ± 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>24.2 ± 2.1</td>
<td>28.2 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49</td>
<td>25.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>30.0 ± 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–59</td>
<td>27.0 ± 2.4</td>
<td>31.8 ± 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–69</td>
<td>28.5 ± 2.6</td>
<td>33.7 ± 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–79</td>
<td>29.5 ± 2.8</td>
<td>34.9 ± 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–89</td>
<td>30.5 ± 3.0</td>
<td>36.1 ± 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+</td>
<td>31.0 ± 3.1</td>
<td>36.9 ± 6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** BMI, body mass index; SD, standard deviation.
women, with the Black–White gap increasing until midlife and then decreasing in late life. The BMI trajectory for Hispanic women lies between those of Blacks and Whites. The results for men show different racial patterns. While both Black and Hispanic men show significantly higher BMI on average than Whites, Hispanic men had higher mean BMI ($\beta(\text{SE}) = 1.17(0.14), P < 0.001$) than Blacks ($\beta(\text{SE}) = 0.21(0.11), P < 0.05$), whereas men in the “Other” race category do not differ significantly from Whites. Fig. 3 further shows that the Hispanic–White gap in age trajectories is more prominent in young and middle adulthood and wider than the Black–White gap. Similar to the results for women, racial differences in men increased in early to midlife but gradually disappeared in old age. This suggests that cumulative disadvantage describes racial disparities in BMI during young and middle adulthood, followed by a leveling process of racial gaps in old age.

Model 3 includes fixed effects of life-course education variables which show expected negative associations between parental and adult educational attainment with BMI, adjusting for age, cohort, and race/ethnicity. For women, there is a clear educational gradient in the BMI trajectories, as exemplified in

![Fig. 2. Predicted BMI trajectories by birth cohort for women and men. Results are based on model 1 in SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4 for women and men, respectively. Only every other birth cohort is included for purpose of illustration. The overall pattern of BMI change by age was similar for both men and women, with an increase in BMI from adolescence to middle age, peaking around ages 50 to 60 y, and then a decline after the age of 70. The pattern of cohort variation for both genders show that each successive cohort displayed a higher average BMI and steeper slopes of increase in BMI at the same ages than their predecessors.](https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2020167118)
Fig. 3. Predicted BMI trajectories by race and ethnicity for women and men. Results are based on model 2 in SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4, respectively. Black and Hispanic women displayed higher BMI trajectories than White or other race women across the lifespan. Black women had the highest BMI trajectory across all groups, with BMI rising precipitously in early adulthood. For men, the racial/ethnic gradient in BMI trajectory is smaller, with Hispanic men having significantly higher average BMI than White men, particularly in young and midadulthood. Racial gaps generally diminish in old age.

Fig. 4. Adults who have or adults with parents who have high school and college degrees show increasingly lower mean BMI compared with those without a high school degree. The associations appear stronger for adult education than parental education when both are included in the model. The gap between the lowest- and highest-educated women remains substantial across the life course until old age, when it starts to diminish due to a significant slowdown of BMI declines with age in college-educated women. The corresponding results for men show similar patterns of the educational gradient that are smaller in magnitude and more modest in statistical significance. For men, it seems only college-level parental and adult education have significant negative associations with mean BMI, and the gaps between all adult educational groups narrowed in old age. In contrast to the directional change in racial gaps in BMI with age, the educational gaps are largely constant in young and middle adulthood and diminished only in late life as predicted by the age-as-leveler model. Adding the life-course education variables slightly attenuated the racial differences in mean BMI, but the racial gaps in women and the Hispanic BMI excess in men remain statistically significant, suggesting important differential racial processes operating independently of educational stratification in BMI trajectories.

Intercohort Variation in Intracohort Inequality. We tested interaction effects between cohort and race/ethnicity and cohort and life-course education in all of the intercept, linear, and quadratic growth rate models and included only those that remain statistically significant (at $P < 0.05$ level, two-tailed test) in the final model 4. The results show evidence in support of hypothesis 3 that there were cohort variations in both racial and educational gradients in BMI trajectories. For women, Hispanic and other race groups had smaller cohort increases in the mean BMI levels than Whites. Black women had a cohort increase in the average BMI level similar to that of White women but different cohort patterns in the age growth trajectories, as indicated by the significant birth-cohort-by-Black interactions in the linear and quadratic growth rate models. The cohort-specific patterns of racial differences are more clearly seen in Fig. 5 where the Black–White gaps in predicted BMI trajectories decreased with age for the earliest cohorts born 1915 to 1924, stayed constant for the subsequent 1935-to-1944 cohorts, diverged for the baby boomers born between 1955 and 1964 with the largest Black excess across all cohorts by midlife, and narrowed for the latest 1975-to-1984 cohorts with similarly high BMI for both groups. For men, the addition of race and cohort interaction terms changed the racial patterning of the mean BMI levels such that the Hispanics no longer differed from Whites in the mean BMI or cohort increase therein. The Black excess compared with Whites, on the other hand, remained significant and enlarged. Like women, men differ in racial patterning of BMI trajectories by birth cohort. Fig. 5 shows that earlier cohorts of Black and White men crossed over in their BMI trajectories in older ages, while more recent cohorts had more parallel age trajectories as
Blacks had consistently steeper increases in BMI over all observed ages than Whites. We found significant cohort variations in the life-course educational gradients in mean levels of but not rate of change in BMI for both genders. Fig. 6 illustrates the mean BMI predicted across cohorts by parental education levels. Women with college-educated parents experienced significantly less cohort increase in the average BMI than their peers with less parental education. For men, high-school-level parental and adult education both show significantly greater cohort increases than college-level education in mean BMI, albeit with smaller differences among the educational groups as well as across cohorts compared with women.

Discussion

Excessive weight gain over the life course is known to be associated with various adverse health and well-being outcomes, and sociodemographic subgroups vary widely in prevalence of obesity as well as related health problems (1–4, 7–10). What is not known, however, is how BMI changes during the aging process and how population subgroups differ in such changes. No current research has modeled patterns of change in BMI and social disparities therein over the full life span to definitively answer these questions. In this comprehensive life-course longitudinal study, we fill this gap by characterizing BMI trajectories that spanned from early adolescence to old age for 20th-century birth cohorts ranging from the 1890s to the early 1980s. This paper uses a longitudinal research design combining multiple national cohort studies and conducts a pooled IDA to quantify life-course processes of BMI change at the population level. Our study contributes greater knowledge about the temporal dynamics by which complex interactive effects of race and intergenerational educational attainment are related to BMI at different life-course stages and how these associations vary by birth cohort.

Previous research on the temporal sources of the obesity epidemic in the United States has attributed the surge in obesity rates in recent decades to mainly period effects affecting individuals of all ages as opposed to cohort effects (24, 55). The data on which prior research was based, such as the NHANES or National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), is notably cross-sectional, which makes it impossible to make valid inference about within-individual change over time. The longitudinal data included in our study design allowed us to estimate true within-individual age-related change and distinguish such change from cohort effects for a robust test of the intercohort change hypothesis. Consistent with mounting evidence of cohort heterogeneous in aging experiences across countries (67, 68), our study adds evidence for substantial cohort increases in the mean and growth rates of BMI with age, a finding not possible to discern from an analysis of age trajectories of change alone. This finding...
is largely consistent with prior work using other national datasets and advanced cohort analysis and modeling that showed the obesity epidemic, while being a period-based phenomenon, had cohort- and age-specific impacts such that younger individuals from most recent cohorts were more affected and had higher BMIs (24, 25). Similar findings of recent cohort increases in BMI trajectories in both the overall population and specific race-ethnic groups such as Black women were also found in studies of single datasets included in our pooled IDA such as ACL (24), MIDUS (69), and HRS (70).

The finding of increasingly earlier onset of obesity suggests increasingly longer durations of its physiological, cognitive, and behavioral impacts over the life span across successive birth cohorts coming of age and entering old age. Moreover, our findings support the demographic forecasts made in previous research about the stagnating decline in heart disease mortality for the 1950s cohorts and mortality increase for the 1970s cohorts (56). The present results also complement established studies that have revealed stronger associations between BMI and certain chronic health conditions (e.g., diabetes and hypertension) for racial and ethnic minorities compared with the general population (71, 72), as well as increasing disability among younger adults and later birth cohorts, possibly due to earlier onset of obesity (73–75).

Recent work suggests that the experience of obesity early in childhood and adolescence positively predicts later obesity in middle age (76). Thus, it is possibly that disparities in obesity emerge even earlier than adolescence (77) and likely contribute to the BMI trajectories observed here. Childhood obesity is beyond the scope of our study due to lack of data for integration, but future investigations into life-course patterns of BMI would benefit from extending analyses to include individuals at earlier ages and those from contemporary birth cohorts. Regardless, our study provides strong evidence that adolescence and young adulthood are particularly important windows in the life course during which excessive weight and its morbidity consequences can rapidly accumulate and are thus critical to reducing future disease burden and death toll in the US population.

Previous research has often found that race/ethnicity and SES are strongly associated with the way health changes over the life course, but the patterns of these changes are much less clear. Because leading theoretical perspectives such as the cumulative advantage/disadvantage and age-as-leveler hypotheses emphasize intracohort differentiation, we appropriately tested these hypotheses by distinguishing age- and cohort-related BMI changes that may otherwise be confounded in previous research. Our analyses explicitly accounting for cohort effects revealed intracohort inequality patterns by race/ethnicity and education across life stages as well as intercohort variation in intracohort heterogeneities not before shown. We note persistent racial and educational disparities of BMI trajectories within cohorts that further change in magnitude across the life span and cohorts. Such patterning is particularly salient for women. We found that on average Black females begin with the highest BMI in adolescence, and this elevated trajectory tracks significantly throughout life, despite slower growth compared with White females in older age. This finding is consistent with previous longitudinal studies (22) and extends our understanding of how racial/ethnic BMI disparities seem to be set early in life (21). The Black–White gaps in the age trajectories show stronger trends of divergence among the baby boomer cohorts than their predecessors, indicating that the cumulative advantage/disadvantage process drove the racial disparities in these cohorts more than the others. The racial patterns of BMI trajectories for men show more complicated patterns of differences among the minorities. We found higher overall BMI levels in Hispanic men compared with the other racial groups. Previous studies showed higher obesity prevalence for Mexican American boys than Whites and Blacks (78) and a similar pattern for Hispanic men (79), although this was limited to ages in adolescence to young adulthood. There may be gender-specific behavioral factors and attitudes toward weight that might help explain the difference between the patterns for Hispanic men and women (80) that are beyond the scope of our investigation and warrant further research.

We found that the life-course process linking parental and adult educational attainment with BMI trajectories produces largely constant gaps between the high and low levels of education for most of adult life. As opposed to cumulative dis/advantages which increase the BMI gap over time, the stability of educational gradients in BMI across age suggests the persistence of early inequality throughout life, reflecting a lasting impact of early-life conditions that set individuals on a stable trajectory with constant dis/advantages that are not altered by adult conditions later in life. We further found larger educational gaps in mean BMI in more recent cohorts. While the average BMI levels increased across cohorts for all groups, individuals from college-educated families or with college education themselves show less increase in recent cohorts. Notably, the protective effects of life-course education are stronger for women than men at most periods of the life span, suggesting a higher return for metabolic health of higher education for women. The gender-specific life-course patterning of education-related BMI changes indicates the necessity of future research to stratify analyses by gender and the potential benefits for health policy to continuously invest in education for young women.

We further note that racial and ethnic health disparities are often attributed to group differences in socioeconomic resources, owing to the well-established SES–health gradient and large racial/ethnic inequalities in SES (81, 82). Yet, our results reveal that socioeconomic inequality does not fully account for racial/ethnic disparities in BMI, especially when further stratified by gender. A hypothesized mechanism for the racial/ethnic disparity in BMI trajectory is that burdens of discrimination and differential access to health-promoting resources may accelerate biological processes of aging or trigger less health-promoting coping behaviors in minority individuals relative to Whites (83). Indeed, racial and ethnic minorities are more likely than their White counterparts to experience interpersonal discrimination (84), which is linked to greater stress and in turn contributes to health disparities (85). Evidence of structural discrimination in the form of residential segregation and environmental racism may also compound these stressors (86) and contribute to ongoing disparities in overweight and obesity, above and beyond the secular trend. The findings here underscore the need to consider the roles of unequal and cumulative exposure to stressors and discrimination in generating racial health disparities in both women and men. This study also reinforces the growing recognition that multiple social identities overlap and may present different dimensions of disadvantage (e.g., gender discrimination, racial discrimination, and school dropout) that contribute to observed obesity disparities across population subgroups.

Despite these advances, we acknowledge a few study limitations. First, while our measures of early-life SES using the Add Health wave I data reported by the parents provide prospective measures which are an improvement over retrospective reports from respondents used in most prior research, the same early-life measures are not available in the other datasets. In preliminary analyses using individual datasets, we did not observe any substantive differences in the results regarding the associations between BMI trajectories and parental education measured prospectively or retrospectively. We deem it reasonable to combine studies based on this observation. Future research should utilize prospective SES measures wherever possible to better test their associations with BMI outcomes. The substantial evidence of strong educational patterning of BMI outcomes also
calls for future research expanding the measurement of SES to other indicators, such as income or wealth, which also exhibit life-course variations. Second, in some waves of data collection, such as Add Health wave I and the ACL, height and weight are self-reported. Although respondents tend to systematically underestimate their weight and overestimate their height (87), self-reported BMI has been found to be an overall reasonable proxy for measured BMI. For example, research comparing self-reported and measured height and weight in Add Health show high correlations (e.g., r = 0.99) and differences are mainly found in the tails of the distributions (88). In addition, report bias producing smaller BMI values, if true, tend to result in conservative estimates regarding the associations between age, gender, race/ethnicity, and education with BMI.

Third, prior studies show that selective mortality may impact the estimation of the life-course duration of severe obesity and its health consequence (89, 90). We consider two ways selective mortality could affect our analysis of the older adults, mostly from the HRS study. First, selective mortality of obese individuals could contribute to an overestimation of cohort effects on obesity. We observe lower mean BMIs for the earliest-born cohorts in our sample. It is possible that members of these birth cohorts who were obese died prior to being surveyed. However, cohort effects in BMI levels similar to those reported here have been observed in other data such as the NHANES and HANES that are less subject to this limitation (24, 55).

Therefore, we expect any bias this contributes to our analysis is small. Second, selective mortality could render understimation of disparities in late-life BMI trajectories because those most deprived of social and economic resources earlier in life, who are also often racial and ethnic minorities (91), are less likely to have survived to be observed at older ages. We probed this possibility by testing the mortality related attrition effect using the HRS sample. In a sensitivity analysis, we added the attrition status variables (died during follow-up; nonresponse during follow-up) to the growth curve models and compared the coefficients with those in the models without attrition status in the HRS sample as well as the pooled IDA sample. The conclusions remained the same after accounting for those who died with fewer follow-up observations relative to their peers and higher baseline BMIs and steeper rates of increase with age. Future research should further examine with additional samples whether the selective survival of more robust individuals in late life alone or other homogenizing mechanisms operate to reduce the subgroup differences in old age.

Fourth, we focused our analyses on modeling the temporal dynamics of BMI change with age and did not examine potential mediating roles of health behavioral or psychosocial factors previously linked to metabolic health outcomes in explaining the cohort, race, or SES–BMI associations. Prior studies using other national datasets such as the NHANES and NHIS show that adjusting for obesity-prone behaviors such as physical inactivity and consumption of savory snacks or sugar-sweetened beverages explained some period increases but not recent cohort increases in obesity risks (24). Other studies of individual datasets included in our integrated study showed varying influences of behavioral risk factors as potential mediating mechanisms across life stages. For instance, the Add Health data show that fast-food consumption mediated some race/ethnic and parental SES associations with BMI in young adulthood, but physical inactivity, cigarette smoking, alcohol abuse, and social isolation were not associated with BMI in the same model including all covariates (30). Coordinated IDA studies including the MIDUS and HRS showed that behavioral covariates such as social isolation, depressive symptoms, physical activity, and cigarette smoking did not individually or jointly mediate the adult SES–BMI associations in middle to older adulthood (64, 65). It is possible that other SES-related factors such as health care access, neighborhood exposures, and cognitive or noncognitive skills are at play. It is also possible that racial minority status and SES disadvantage may act as direct stressors to induce adverse physical conditions rather than indirectly through behavioral and psychosocial pathways (92). Addressing this question requires additional covariates standardized across datasets which were not available in our analysis and is a topic for future research.

In light of the above considerations, our study has made significant contributions to the literature. It provides an extensive life-course and cohort analysis of BMI change and its social patterning across multiple developmental periods, including adolescence and young, mid, and late adulthood. This study informs improved approaches to obesity prevention and reducing health disparities by identifying adolescence and young adulthood as critical time windows when excess weight can rapidly accumulate and racial/ethnic or educational disparities emerge and become set throughout adulthood, most significantly among recent cohorts of young people. These cohort increases in the prevalence and rate of increase in obesity has alarming consequences for contemporary epidemiologic conditions such as the COVID-19 pandemic and US population health and life expectancy in years to come. Our study further contributes innovative data analytic tools in response to an increased demand for linking and integrating multiple existing studies to advance science on the social determinants of health in the era of big data.

Materials and Methods

Data. We used data combined from four national longitudinal surveys summarized in SI Appendix, Table S1. These combined data yielded a total of 64,999 respondents at baselines and 272,472 person-years of observations from 1986 to 2012, after excluding those missing information on height and weight or with biologically implausible BMI values (BMI <12 or >70 kg/m²; n = 370) following guidelines in previous studies (93, 94). Data for adolescence to young adulthood came from participants in the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to Adult Health (Add Health) ages 11 to 19 y in wave I (1994 to 1995), followed up in wave III (2001 to 2002) at ages 18 to 26 y and in wave IV (2008) at ages 24 to 34 y (95). Data for young to mid-adulthood are from two other studies, including respondents aged 25 to 90 y in the Americans’ Changing Lives Study (ACL) (96) surveyed at wave I (1988), with survivors followed up at wave II (1989), wave III (1994), wave IV (2001 to 2002), and wave V (2011); respondents aged 25 to 75 y from the Midlife in the US Study (MIDUS) (97) were surveyed in wave I (1995) and wave II (2005). Data for mid to late adulthood are from three studies, including the ACL and MIDUS, and participants were aged 50 y and older in the Health and Retirement Study (HRS) (98) at baseline in 1992 and 1998 and followed every 2 y through 2012.

Baseline sample characteristics by data source are reported in SI Appendix, Table S2, which presents the weighted descriptive statistics of all variables used in the analysis. We used the study-specific sampling weights to account for the sampling designs within studies and normed these weights for the pooled sample. The average baseline BMI across all studies is 27.8 (SD = 5.9), which falls within the overweight category. The pooled sample has a mean age of 58 y (SD = 18.9, range = 11 to 107) and is 52.2% female and 78.9% non-Hispanic White. Nearly half of respondents’ parents (45.1%) did not graduate high school. Most respondents had a high school degree or higher (80.6%). A small percentage of the sample (8.7%) was born outside of the United States.

Measures.

BMI. BMI was calculated from participants’ weight and height using the standard formula adapted for US customary units (weight in pounds*703)/ height in inches squared (99). Height and weight were measured in all study waves except for the ACL and wave I of Add Health, where height and weight were self-reported. Previous research has indicated that self-reported data are highly correlated with measured height and weight and is a valid indicator for BMI (100).

Race/ethnicity. We grouped participants into four categories based on self-reported race/ethnicity: non-Hispanic White, non-Hispanic Black, Hispanic, and other.

Life-course education. Life-course education was measured as parental and adult education status. Parental education was reported by participant’s parents in Add Health and by participants in HRS, MIDUS, and ACL. It was
measured as the maximum of mother and father educational attainment as either highest degree earned or total number of years of schooling in two-parent households. We created the parent education variable through three categories across datasets: <12 y or less than high school, 12 to 15 y or high school/some college, and 16 or more years or college degree or more. Adult education was reported by respondents as the years of schooling completed and coded into the same categories as the parental education. For Add Health respondents who were young at baseline, we combined data from all waves to get the highest level of education completed.

Age and birth cohort. Age was recorded at each wave in single years. Respondents were grouped into 17 distinct 5-y birth cohorts ranging from before 1905 to 1980 to 1984. Study membership. A group of binary indicator variables of the source of data or membership in specific study, including Add Health, MIDUS, HRS, and ACL. Immigrant status. A binary indicator of immigrant status (foreign born vs. not) was also included as a covariate.

Analytic Methods.

IDA. Originated from psychometrics and developmental sciences, IDA has the distinct advantage of permitting examination of an extended developmental period beyond any one study. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Originated from psychometrics and developmental sciences, IDA has the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Originated from psychometrics and developmental sciences, IDA has the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course variable. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course IDA. Prior applications of the extensive life-course \( \text{BMIti} \) where \( t = 1, \ldots, T_i \) (\( T_i \) is the number of measurements and ranges from 1 to the maximum number of waves) and is modeled as a function of age (centered around cohort median), with the random within-person error of \( \epsilon_i \) assumed to be normally distributed.

Level-2 model:

For the intercept: \( \beta_0 = \beta_{00} + \gamma_{01} \text{Cohort}_i + \gamma_{02} \text{RACE}_{i} + \gamma_{03} \text{EDUC}_{i} + u_{0i} \), where growth parameters, including \( \beta_0, \beta_1, \) and \( \beta_2 \), depend on person-level characteristics, birth cohort, race/ethnicity and life-course education variables in models for all growth parameters specified above. We estimated these models separately for men and women given the known sex differences in the biology of obesity. We further tested the sex differences by including interaction effects of sex with covariates in growth models. The presence of statistical significance for most of these interactions supports the stratified analyses and meaningful comparisons of findings for men and women.

Distinguishing aging from cohort effects within a longitudinal study is complicated by two key issues identified before (24). The first key issue is that the observed age ranges differ by birth cohort, so age and cohort variables are highly correlated for nonoverlapping segments of the life course. We used two analytic strategies to resolve this problem. First, we used cohort-medium-centered age variables to prevent the bias in the estimate arising from systematic variation in age across the cohorts (57, 86). Second, the use of IDA based on the enhanced longitudinal design further strengthens the tests of significance given the combination of more birth cohorts with augmented age coverages (increased overlapping ages) across studies.

The second key issue concerns period effects. The simultaneous estimation of age, period, and cohort effects creates the model identification problem. We adopted two alternatives. First, within each study that spans short time periods, period effects can be assumed to be trivial and omitted from the models, or otherwise detected through the age-by-cohort interaction effects (\( \gamma_{11} \)) (68). Further, pooling multiple datasets that span different periods, we also estimated additional fixed effects of study membership and birth-cohort-by-study interaction. Because the additional analyses including the cohort-by-study interaction showed no statistical significance for the interaction term or improved model fit, we estimated the models without the interaction term in the final analyses presented below. Statistical analyses were conducted using Stata 16.1 (StataCorp).

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and/or SI Appendix.
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